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Sometimes it just works. One thing leads to another – and something good comes
out at the end. That was how it happened with THE TRUE BREW.
THE TRUE BREW – that’s Zvonimir Pervan (Vocals), Michael Reiß (Guitar), Michael
‘Eumel’ Aumer (Keyboards), Andreas Gmeinwieser (Drums) und Rainer Sobek
(Bass). The five musicians from Straubing in Lower Bavaria have known each other
for a long time and have already played together in various line-ups. And then they
thought – why not play together in our own band?
The band name THE TRUE BREW is fitting. On the one hand it alludes to a liking for
liquid brewery products not unusual among musicians; on the other, the name can
also be interpreted as ‘the perfect mixture’, which refers to the diverse musical
backgrounds and tastes of the band members. THE TRUE BREW sound is a fusion
of hard rock, blues and folk, as well as jazz and funk and here and there a few
elements of pop.
The first album from THE TRUE BREW is called ‘NOW!’ and contains eleven songs,
all of them original compositions. Stylistically they range across ’70s vintage rock
(‘Got The Choice’), AC/DC-style head-bangers (‘Not Too Old For That’) and
heartstring-plucking blues (‘Damned, It’s Me’). Naturally ballads are also present;
‘Should Have Tried Harder’ will melt the heart of the most steadfast hard-rocker.
Somewhat outside the normal rock categories are the folk-style pub-rocker ‘Skye’,
with mandolins and accordion, and the seriously grooving funk-rocker ‘B.I.M.P.’ with
its fat brass section and a guitar/Hammond organ solo duel, strongly reminiscent of
Deep Purple. The opener ‘Silent Echoes’ burns itself into the brain after a single
hearing, as does the relentless ‘Real Rock’n’Roller’, which Zvonimir Pervan und
Rainer Sobek first let loose in concert halls back in the ’80s with their former band,
the legendary (at least in their East Bavarian homeland) Eclipse Of The Sun. The
2018 version of the song turns it up several notches further.
When is the right time to revive the good old hard-rock and blues of the late ’70s and
early ’80s? THE TRUE BREW has an answer – ‘NOW!’
More info, photos and other material are available to download at
www.thetruebrew.de. The album ‘NOW!’ is also available there – and soon also
on all the usual online music portals.
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